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STATE OF ILLINOIS 

ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 
 

 
AGL Resources, Inc., Nicor Inc., and  ) 
Northern Illinois Gas Company   ) 
d/b/a Nicor Gas Company    ) 
       )    Docket No. 11-0046 
Application for Approval of a Reorganization ) 
pursuant to Section 7-204 of the   ) 
Public Utilities Act.     ) 
 

 
OPERATING AGREEMENT1 INITIAL BRIEF OF STAFF OF THE 

ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 
 
 NOW COMES Staff (“Staff”) of the Illinois Commerce Commission 

(“Commission”), by and through its undersigned counsel, pursuant to Section 200.800 

of the Commission‟s Rules of Practice (83 Ill. Adm. Code 200.800), and respectfully 

submits its Operating Agreement Initial Brief in the instant proceeding. 

I. INTRODUCTION & PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

 In Docket No. 08-0363, the last rate case of Northern Illinois Gas Company d/b/a 

Nicor Gas Company (“Nicor Gas”), the Commission ordered Nicor Gas to file a petition 

within 120 days of the date of a final Order in that proceeding seeking either re-approval 

of its current Operating Agreement (“OA”) or approval of a new affiliated interest 

transaction agreement.  (Order, Docket No. 08-0363, March 25, 2009, p. 185)  On July 

1, 2009, Nicor Gas filed a petition along with supporting testimony for an order seeking 

re-approval of an agreement for the provision of facilities and services and the transfer 

of assets between Nicor Gas Company and Nicor Inc. and its subsidiaries.  Nicor Gas‟ 

                                                 
1
 The Operating Agreement Initial Brief addresses the operating agreement issues from Docket No. 09-

0301 which were moved into Docket No. 11-0046 by the Administrative Law Judge with concurrence of 
the parties. (Docket No. 11-0046, Tr. 112-113, April 6, 2011) 
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petition was docketed as ICC Docket No. 09-0301 (“OA Docket”).  An initial status 

hearing was held on July 29, 2009 and the matter was continued to September 30, 

2009.  A subsequent status hearing was held on April 7, 2010 and the matter was 

continued to December 7, 2010 for hearing. 

Intervening parties included: Dominion Retail, Inc. (“Dominion”); the Citizens 

Utility Board (“CUB”); the People of the State of Illinois by Attorney General Lisa 

Madigan (“AG”); Direct Energy Services, L.L.C.; the Retail Energy Supply Association 

(“RESA”); Interstate Gas Supply of Illinois (“IGS”); and the Manchester Group, L.L.C. 

(“Manchester”). 

 Direct testimony was filed on March 15, 2010, by Staff, Dominion, and AG/CUB.  

On August 6, 2010, Nicor Gas filed rebuttal testimony.  On December 2, 2010, rebuttal 

testimony was filed by Staff, RESA, AG/CUB, Dominion, and Manchester.  On 

December 22, 2010, Staff filed supplemental rebuttal testimony. 

 On December 30, 2010, Nicor Gas filed a motion to suspend (“Motion to 

Suspend”) the OA Docket due to the fact that on December 7, 2010, AGL Resources 

Inc. (“AGLR”) and Nicor Inc. – the parent company of Nicor Gas – announced that they 

had entered into a merger agreement under which AGLR would acquire Nicor Inc. and 

AGLR would become the parent company of Nicor Gas. As a result of the merger, Nicor 

Gas anticipated a restructuring of its affiliate arrangements to address interactions with 

its new parent company and new affiliates. (Nicor Gas Motion to Suspend, pp. 1-2) 

 On January 18, 2011, Nicor Gas, AGLR, and Nicor Inc., (collectively “Joint 

Applicants”) filed an application for approval of reorganization pursuant to Section 7-204 

of the Public Utilities Act (“PUA” or “Act”) (220 ILCS 5/7-204) and sought approval of an 

operating agreement that would govern transactions between Nicor Gas and its current 
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affiliates as well as between Nicor Gas and AGLR and its subsidiaries. (Joint Applicants‟ 

Petition, pp. 1, 12 and 13)  The matter was docketed as ICC Docket No. 11-0046 

(“Reorganization Docket”). 

 After the filing of responses and replies to Nicor Gas‟ Motion to Suspend and the 

filing of other motions and responses/replies filed by various parties in both the OA 

Docket and the Reorganization Docket, the Administrative Law Judge (“ALJ”) in the 

Reorganization Docket with concurrence of the parties adopted a schedule which 

moved the issues from the OA Docket into the Reorganization Docket.  (Docket No. 11-

0046, Tr. 112-113, April 6, 2011) 

 Consistent with the direction of the ALJ in the Reorganization Docket, the OA 

Docket parties (except Dominion) refiled their OA Docket testimony in the 

Reorganization Docket on April 15, 2011. 

 On May 19, 2011, RESA and IGS, in accordance with a settlement agreement 

reached with Joint Applicants in the Reorganization Docket, withdrew all testimony 

previously filed in both the OA Docket and the Reorganization Docket.  On May 20, 

2011, Manchester filed a notice of withdrawal of testimony and withdrawal from the 

Reorganization Docket.  Also on May 20, 2011, Staff and Joint Applicants entered into 

an Agreed Stipulation (“Agreed Stipulation”) which resolved all but one issue relating to 

the terms and provisions of the OA.  A draft OA was attached to the Agreed Stipulation 

which incorporated all language that had been agreed to and left one remaining section 

of the OA in dispute.  (Joint Applicants Exhibits 7.0 and 7.1) 

 On May 23, 2011, an evidentiary hearing was held on the issues from the OA 

Docket. 
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II. RELEVANT LAW AND PRIOR ICC ORDER 

 

 An analysis and review of the Joint Applicants‟ OA requires the application of 

Section 7-101(3) of the PUA. (220 ILCS 5/7-101) The Commission must evaluate the 

OA, applying a public interest standard. The PUA states: “… no contract… for the 

furnishing of any service… made with any affiliated interest… shall be effective unless it 

has first been filed with and consented to by the Commission… ” (220 ILCS 5/7-101)  

Further, Section 7-101(3) states: 

The Commission may condition such approval in such manner as it may 
deem necessary to safeguard the public interest. If it be found by the 
Commission, after investigation and a hearing, that any such contract or 
arrangement is not in the public interest, the Commission may 
disapprove such contract or arrangement. Every contract or 
arrangement not consented to… by the Commission… is void. 
 

Id.  (Emphasis added). Therefore, upon finding that an affiliate transaction is not in the 

public interest, the Commission can either condition approval of the transaction or 

disapprove it.  An evaluation of a transaction under the public interest standard requires 

that the Commission have information regarding the proposed transaction. A finding that 

an affiliate transaction is in the public interest must be supported by substantial 

evidence based on the entire record of evidence. (220 ILCS 5/10-201(e)(iv)(A)) 

 The issue before the Commission is the solicitation in general by Nicor Gas for 

an affiliate as well as solicitation by affiliates for Nicor Gas, In particular, the issue 

revolves around solicitation of Gas Line Comfort Guard (“GLCG”), a warranty product of 

Nicor Services, a Nicor Gas affiliate, to Nicor Gas customers.  This issue is similar to 

the one that was before the Commission in Docket No. 02-0517.  Docket No. 02-0517 

involved an Illinois American Water Company (“IAWC”) petition for approval of an 

affiliate agreement which would have allowed IAWC to provide solicitation and billing 
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services to an affiliate, American Water Resources (“AWR”), in connection with AWR 

offering a water line protection program (“WLPP”). (Order, Docket No. 02-0517, 

September 16, 2003, p. 3)  Under WLPP, the program would pay customers up to 

$3,000 per occurrence for the repair of leaks, resulting from normal wear and tear in the 

customer owned portion of the water line for an annual fee of $48 to $60. (Id., p. 12) 

The Commission in its 02-0517 Order noted that a “relationship between affiliates 

merits greater scrutiny than relationships between unaffiliated entities due to the higher 

risk of improper behavior.  In order to adequately protect the public interest, sufficient 

detail regarding the arrangements between the affiliates is necessary.” (Id., p. 11)  With 

regard to WLPP, the Commission concluded that “in the absence of any substantive 

evidence demonstrating that the WLPP is properly priced or is even legitimately 

necessary, it is not in the public interest to allow IAWC to lend its name and assistance 

in marketing the WLPP to Illinois rate payers.” (Id., p. 16)   

As will be discussed in further detail, Staff has significant concerns with the 

solicitation of GLCG by both Nicor Gas and one of its affiliates, IBT, at their respective 

call centers.  By applying the reasoning from the Commission‟s Order in Docket No. 02-

0517 to the facts in this proceeding, Staff is convinced the Commission will come to the 

same conclusion as Staff that Nicor Gas‟ OA should be changed to preclude customer 

solicitation by Nicor Gas on behalf of any affiliate as well as any solicitation of Nicor Gas 

customers by an affiliate.  Staff recommends that Staff‟s Proposed Section 2.2(e) as 

found in Joint Applicants‟ Exhibit 7.1 be adopted and accordingly that the Joint 

Applicants proposed Section 2.2(e) be rejected. 
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III. UNCONTESTED ISSUES 

 

 A. Staff Witness Hathhorn 

 

In direct testimony, Staff witness Hathhorn made ten recommendations.  (Staff 

Ex. 1.0, pp. 2-3)  All recommendations have been addressed by Nicor Gas in its rebuttal 

testimony or by stipulation. (Joint Applicants Exs. 7.0 and 7.1 or Agreed Stipulation)  

Each recommendation is summarized below. 

1. Recommendation #1: Broaden Definition of Prevailing Price 

 
Ms. Hathhorn recommended changing the prevailing price definition used in 

Section 5.1(b) of the OA since the requirement in the operating agreement that 

prevailing price exists only when the facility or service is provided for sale to the general 

public by the Provider is overly restrictive. (Staff Ex. 1.0, pp. 3-5; Staff Ex. 3.0, pp. 4-11)  

In the Joint Applicants‟ Ex. 7.1, Section 5.1 b)(iv), Joint Applicants agreed to a broader 

definition of prevailing price that provides, in certain circumstances, for consideration of 

objectively determinable prices from nonaffiliated vendors.  This section also concludes 

that Nicor Gas continues to have the burden to demonstrate that its rates are just and 

reasonable and based on prudent reasonable affiliated interest transactions. Finally, the 

Agreed Stipulation concludes that the Commission's consent to an affiliate interest 

agreement under Section 7-101(3) of the Act does not constitute approval of payments 

thereunder for the purpose of computing expense of operations in any rate proceeding.  

The Agreed Stipulation fully resolves Ms. Hathhorn‟s Recommendation #1. 

2. Recommendation #2: Require Nicor Gas To Pay Affiliates the 
Lower of Cost or Market 
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Ms. Hathhorn recommended changing Section 5.1 (b)(ii) of the OA to require 

Nicor Gas to pay its affiliates the lower of cost or market. Presently, Section 5.1(b)(ii) 

allows Nicor Gas to pay its affiliates an amount greater than the affiliate‟s fully 

distributed costs for services.  In other words, affiliates are allowed to profit for provision 

of services to the utility.  Such payments to affiliates in excess of fully distributed costs 

subsidize the affiliate by the utility ratepayers. (Staff Ex. 1.0, pp. 6-8; Staff Ex. 3.0, pp. 4-

11)  In the Agreed Stipulation, Section 5.1 b)(iii), Joint Applicants agreed to change the 

OA to require Nicor Gas to pay fully distributed cost (“FDC”) for Corporate Support 

services, or for facilities or services other than Corporate Support, the lower of FDC or 

Prevailing Price. The Agreed Stipulation fully resolves Ms. Hathhorn‟s Recommendation 

#2. 

3. Recommendation #3: Require Nicor Gas To Be Paid by its 
Affiliates the Higher of Cost or Market 

 

Ms. Hathhorn recommended changing Section 5.1 (b)(i) of the OA to require 

Nicor Gas to be paid by its affiliates the higher of cost or market. Presently, Section 

5.1(b)(i) allows Nicor Gas to be paid by its affiliates prevailing price, or if no such 

prevailing price exists, fully distributed costs.  In other words, affiliates are allowed to 

pay Nicor Gas less than Nicor Gas‟ fully distributed costs.  If this occurs, then the 

difference between the prevailing price and Nicor Gas‟ fully distributed cost is a cost 

burden that subsidizes the affiliate by the utility ratepayers. (Staff Ex. 1.0, pp. 8-9; Staff 

Ex. 3.0, pp. 4-11)   In the Agreed Stipulation, Section 5.1 b) (i), Joint Applicants agreed 

to change the OA to require Nicor Gas to charge its affiliates FDC for Corporate Support 

services, or for facilities or services other than Corporate Support, the higher of FDC or 
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Prevailing Price. The Agreed Stipulation fully resolves Ms. Hathhorn‟s Recommendation 

#3. 

4. Recommendation #4: Require Annual Internal Audit 

 

Ms. Hathhorn recommended requiring an annual internal audit of the OA. 

Presently, the OA contains no requirement for an internal audit.  Nicor Gas correctly 

notes that it must conduct biennial internal audits in compliance with 83 Ill. Adm. Code 

550.150.  (Nicor Gas Ex. 1.0, p. 15) However, in addition to this requirement only being 

biennial (every second year) and not annual, it is not specific as to what tests should be 

conducted in the audit in order for the audit to be an effective monitoring tool.  (Staff Ex. 

1.0, pp. 10-12; Staff Ex. 3.0, pp. 11-13) In the Agreed Stipulation, the Joint Applicants 

agreed to add a new Article X which requires an annual internal audit with specific audit 

tests. (Joint Applicants Ex. 7.1, p. 15)  The Agreed Stipulation fully resolves Ms. 

Hathhorn‟s Recommendation #4. 

5. Recommendation #5: Require Disclosure of Sub-Agreements 

 

Ms. Hathhorn recommended filing on e-Docket all sub-agreements executed 

with affiliates under the umbrella authority of the OA. Presently, the OA requires no 

such disclosure. Such lack of transparency hinders the Commission and Staff in its 

monitoring of the Company‟s affiliate transactions. (Staff Ex. 1.0, pp. 12-13; Staff Ex. 

3.0, pp. 13-14)  In the Agreed Stipulation, the Joint Applicants agreed in Section 2.4 to 

file any sub-agreement as now defined in the OA executed after the date of the effective 

date of the OA with the ICC‟s Accounting Manager and on the ICC‟s e-Docket system in 

Docket No. 11-0046.  The Joint Applicants further agreed to an internal audit test to 

ensure that all such agreements have been filed as required. (Joint Applicants Ex. 7.1, 
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Article X, Section 10.1.9) The Agreed Stipulation fully resolves Ms. Hathhorn‟s 

Recommendation #5. 

6. Recommendation #6: Require Filing of Executed Operating 
Agreement on e-Docket 

 

Ms. Hathhorn recommended filing the executed OA on e-Docket.  Presently, 

Nicor Gas is not required to provide an executed copy of any revised OA arising from 

this proceeding.  Receipt of the final executed OA equips Staff to monitor compliance 

with the OA.  (Staff Ex. 1.0, pp. 13-14)  Nicor Gas accepted this recommendation.  

(Nicor Gas Ex. 2.0, p. 82)  Its adoption is reflected in Section 9.8 of Joint Applicants Ex. 

6.1 and is included in the Agreed Stipulation. 

7. Recommendation #7: Remove Phrase “including, without 
limitation” and Other Non-Descriptive Phrases 

 

Ms. Hathhorn recommended removing the phrase “without limitation” from the 

OA. The OA currently has ten instances of using the phrase “including, without 

limitation” and other similar non-descriptive phrases.  These phrases are unclear in 

meaning.  (Staff Ex. 1.0, pp. 14-16; Staff Ex. 3.0, pp. 14-16)  The Joint Applicants 

agreed to remove all such phrases from the OA in the Staff Stipulation. The Agreed 

Stipulation fully resolves Ms. Hathhorn‟s Recommendation #7. 

8. Recommendation #8: Remove Language Allowing Nicor Gas’ 
Subsidiaries To Have Separate Agreements 

 

Ms. Hathhorn recommended removing language allowing Nicor Gas‟ subsidiaries 

to have separate agreements. The OA presently states that it is not intended to govern 

transactions between Nicor Gas and its subsidiaries. (Nicor Gas Ex. 1.1, page 2, 

Section 1.2)  In discovery, Nicor Gas stated that it does not have any subsidiaries other 
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than an inactive company, NI-Gas Exploration Inc., and that the language in Section 1.2 

of the Operating Agreement that excludes from coverage transactions between Nicor 

Gas and its subsidiaries does not have any current practical significance.  (Staff Ex. 1.0, 

pp. 16-17) Nicor Gas accepted this recommendation.  (Nicor Gas Ex. 2.0, p. 82)  Its 

adoption is reflected in Joint Applicants Ex. 6.1 and is included in the Agreed 

Stipulation. 

9. Recommendation #9: Require Exhibit to Operating Agreement 
of Allocation Factors 

 

Ms. Hathhorn recommended including an exhibit to the OA of allocation factors. 

The OA presently is so general in its description of allocation methodologies to be used 

as to render the description useless.  The present agreement does not require any 

disclosure of the allocation methodologies used by Nicor Gas to the Commission or its 

Staff.  (Staff Ex. 1.0, pp. 17-18)  Nicor Gas provided Nicor Gas Ex. 2.3 in response to 

Staff‟s recommendation, and Staff agreed with such exhibit of allocation factors. (Staff 

Ex. 3.0, pp. 16-17) Its adoption is reflected in Joint Applicants Ex. 6.1, and is included in 

the Agreed Stipulation modified to reflect elimination of Nicor Gas‟ provision of gas line 

inspection and repair work, in accordance with resolution of one of Staff witness 

Sackett‟s issues. 

10. Recommendation #10: Add a Subsection (d) to Section 5.1 
General Principles 

 

Ms. Hathhorn recommended adding a subsection (d) to Section 5.1 of the OA. 

The language in the second paragraph of Section 5.1 (c) applies to the sales of 

intangible assets as well as all transactions between Nicor Gas and its affiliates. The 

language is currently labeled as a subset (c) as if it is only applicable to intangible 
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assets, and causes unnecessary confusion.  (Staff Ex. 1.0, pp. 19-20) Nicor Gas 

accepted this recommendation.  (Nicor Gas Ex. 2.0, p. 82)  Its adoption is reflected in 

Section 5.1 of Joint Applicants Ex. 6.1 and is included in the Agreed Stipulation.  

 B. Staff Witness Sackett 

 

 In testimony, Staff witness Sackett made 8 recommendations.  (Staff Ex. 2.0, pp. 

5-6; Staff Ex. 4.0, pp. 3-4)  Some recommendations have been addressed by Nicor Gas 

in the Agreed Stipulation and are considered resolved.  These will be discussed below.   

1. Sub-Agreements in the OA 

 

 In Recommendation 1, Staff witness Sackett had recommended that the 

Commission change Nicor Gas‟ OA to require Commission approval of any sub-

agreement prior to it becoming effective.  (Staff Ex. 2.0, p. 14; Staff Ex. 4.0, p. 13)  His 

concern was that the OA, as written, would have allowed interactions between Nicor 

Gas and its affiliates which were not in the public interest.  Mr. Sackett had 

recommended including a definition of “Sub-agreement” in the OA and a provision in 

Section 1.2 of the OA to submit sub-agreements to the Commission for review and 

approval.  (See Staff Ex. 3.0 Attachment A, p. 2)   

 Joint Applicants and Staff were able to reach a mutually acceptable agreement 

on this issue.  Joint Applicants agreed, at least 10 days prior to its effective date, to file 

with the ICC‟s Accounting Manager and on e-Docket any sub-agreement executed after 

the date of the OA.  (Joint Applicants Ex. 7.1, Section 2.4)  This issue was also resolved 

by expanding the definition of “Sub-agreement” to exclude any written agreements 

relating to the use of facilities or the provision of services for Corporate Support, 

services pursuant to terms of Nicor Gas‟ tariff, and the Customer Select program.  The 
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new definition also requires Joint Applicants to provide Staff with written agreements 

pertaining to Corporate Support for review upon Staff‟s request.  (Joint Applicants Ex. 

7.1, p. 3) 

2. Other Operational Services in the OA – Repair Services 

 

 In Recommendation 4, Staff witness Sackett recommended that “other 

operational services” be removed from the list of Services in Section 2.2(d) so that Nicor 

Gas would be precluded from providing inspections and repairs in support of Nicor 

Services‟ GLCG.  (Staff Ex. 2.0, pp. 54-55; Staff Ex. 4.0, p. 65)  Joint Applicants have 

agreed to the removal of this language.  (Joint Applicants Ex. 7.1, Section 2.2(d)) 

 Mr. Sackett was particularly concerned with Nicor Gas performing repair services 

on behalf of Nicor Services and its GLCG product.  He found it problematic that Nicor 

Gas did not inform its own customers about repair services available to them and 

encouraged customers to purchase GLCG out of fear of disconnection.  (Staff Ex. 4.0, 

pp. 21-33)  Joint Applicants and Staff were able to reach agreement on this issue.  The 

OA will no longer authorize Nicor Gas to perform repair services for Nicor Services and 

its customers under the GLCG program.  If Nicor Gas does perform such repair 

services, Nicor Gas will bill the customer directly.  (Joint Applicants Ex. 7.1, Section 

2.2(e)(iii)(A)) 

3. Non-Discrimination to Non-Affiliates 

 

 In Recommendation 5, Staff witness Sackett had recommended that the OA 

require Nicor Gas provide any service, excluding Corporate Support, that supports any 

affiliate product offered to Nicor Gas customers be provided to non-affiliates on a non-

discriminatory basis.  (Staff Ex. 2.0, p. 55)  Mr. Sackett had offered this 
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recommendation if his Recommendations 2 and 4 were rejected so that if Nicor Gas 

were allowed to continue providing services to and/or solicit for affiliates, that it would 

have to do the same for non-affiliates in a non-discriminatory manner. 

 Since Recommendation 4 has been resolved as Nicor Gas has agreed to no 

longer perform repair services on behalf of Nicor Services and GLCG, repair services is 

no longer an issue.  Nicor Gas has also agreed to provide billing services to non-

affiliates in Recommendations 7 and 8.  If the Commission accepts Mr. Sackett‟s 

Recommendation 2 and precludes Nicor Gas from soliciting customers for affiliate 

products and services, Recommendation 5 will no longer be needed. 

4. Website 

 

Staff witness Sackett‟s sixth recommendation was that the OA be changed to 

preclude website hosting of Nicor Gas by any affiliate. (Staff Ex. 2.0, p. 6; Staff Ex. 4.0, 

p. 3)  Staff witness Sackett testified that Nicor Gas does not have its own independent 

website; instead, Nicor Inc. hosts a website for use by some of its affiliates including 

Nicor Gas and Nicor Services. (Staff Ex. 2.0, p. 62) Due to that arrangement, Mr. 

Sackett had three concerns regarding the website: (1) customers are unaware when 

they shift between Nicor Gas‟ web pages and an affiliate‟s web pages; (2) the 

disclaimers on the bottom of the web page are insufficient protection for customers 

using Nicor Inc.‟s website; and (3) Nicor Inc. is unwilling to provide potential competitors 

access to its website for solicitation.  To address these concerns, Mr. Sackett 

recommended that Nicor Gas should be precluded from using Nicor Inc.‟s website as a 

host and that it maintain its own website. 
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Joint Applicants and Staff were able to reach agreement on this issue.  Mr. 

Sackett‟s concerns were satisfactorily addressed by a revision to the OA which provides 

that the OA does not authorize the utilization of any website link that transfers a user 

from a webpage describing Nicor Gas products or services directly to a webpage 

soliciting the products or services of another Party without clearly and conspicuously 

disclosing that the user is transferring to a webpage that is offering products or services 

of an affiliate of Nicor Gas. (Joint Applicants Ex. 7.1, Section 2.2(e)(iii)(C)) 

5. Billing Services 

 

In his seventh and eighth recommendations, Staff witness Sackett recommended 

that under the OA, Nicor Gas be required to charge any affiliate the same charge as 

other third parties under the Third Party Billing Service and that Nicor Gas be required 

to allow any Customer Select supplier to include non-commodity charges under the 

Third Party Billing Service.  (Staff Ex. 2.0, p. 6; Staff Ex. 4.0, p. 4)   

In his testimony, Staff witness Sackett described Nicor Gas‟ two different billing 

services. The first, Third Party Billing Service (“TPBS”), which Nicor Gas is required to 

provide pursuant to an ICC tariff (Ill.C.C. No. 16 – Gas, 5th Revised Sheet No. 52.5 

Third Party 1538 Billing Service), is used to support large volume transportation 

customers and alternative retail gas suppliers (“ARGS”) that sell gas under the 

Customer Select program.  The second billing system, Customer Care and Billing 

System (“CC&B”), which is not subject to the TPBS tariff, was used by only one affiliate 

provider, Nicor Services and its warranty service product GLCG. Staff witness Sackett 

was concerned that the second billing system, available only to Nicor Services, was not 

being made available to third parties in a non discriminatory manner. (Staff Ex. 2.0, pp. 
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68-69)  In addition, Staff witness Sackett testified that currently Nicor Gas does not 

provide billing to non-affiliates for non-commodity products and was concerned that this 

action by Nicor Gas was discriminatory. (Staff Ex. 4.0, p. 58)  To address these 

concerns, Mr. Sackett recommended that Nicor Gas be required to charge any affiliate 

the same charge as other third parties would be charged under TPBS and that the OA 

be changed to require Nicor Gas to allow any Customer Select supplier to include non-

commodity charges under TPBS.  (Staff Ex. 4.0, pp. 77-78) 

Joint Applicants and Staff were able to reach agreement on this issue.  Mr. 

Sackett‟s concerns were satisfactorily addressed by a revision to the OA in Section 

2.2(e)(iii)(B), which provides that the OA does not authorize Nicor Gas to include on 

utility bills issued after the applicable Trigger Date, charges for products or services of a 

Party unless Nicor Gas also offers to provide billing services, on terms and conditions 

that it reasonably determines to be substantially similar to the terms and conditions 

available to such Party, to non-affiliated participants in the Customer Select program or 

their affiliates for products and services that Nicor Gas reasonably determines to be 

substantially similar to the products or services of such Party for which it is providing 

billing services.  The OA further provides that the term “Trigger Date” means, with 

respect to specific products or services of a Party included on utility bills issued by Nicor 

Gas, the 270th day after the date on which two participants in the Customer Select 

program or their affiliates have agreed to purchase billing services for substantially 

similar products and services (as reasonably determined by Nicor Gas) on terms and 

conditions offered by Nicor Gas. (Joint Applicants Ex. 7.1, Section 2.2(e)(iii)(B)) 
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IV. CONTESTED ISSUE – STAFF WITNESS SACKETT’S RECOMMENDATION 
#2 CHANGE NICOR GAS’ OA TO PRECLUDE CUSTOMER SOLICITATION. 

 

The OA should be amended to preclude customer solicitation because the 

solicitation of Nicor Gas‟ ratepayers on behalf of its affiliated interests is not in the public 

interest.  Nicor Gas allows for solicitation of its ratepayers on behalf its affiliates in two 

ways.  First, Nicor Gas directly solicits ratepayers through its own call centers.  This is 

done when a customer signs up for gas service (Staff Ex. 2.0, Att. G, pp. 1-4), when a 

customer calls to schedule an inspection of appliance connectors (Staff Ex. 5, Att. A), 

and when a customer reports a gas leak (Staff Ex. 4.0, Att. Q, p. 12).  Second, Nicor 

Gas‟ affiliate IBT Solutions (“IBT”), a wholly owned subsidiary of Nicor Services, has a 

contract with Nicor Gas to process “moving calls.”2  This service is provided through 

IBT‟s call center.  After IBT signs up the ratepayers for utility services, it is allowed by 

Nicor Gas to solicit the ratepayers for affiliate products offered by Nicor Services. (Staff 

Ex. 4.0, pp. 58-60)  The IBT call center services provide Nicor Services with a valuable 

opportunity to solicit its full product line of more than 75 products and packages. (Staff 

Ex. 4.0, p. 63, and Att. R)   

GLCG is an affiliate product that is sold, billed and serviced by Nicor Gas; Nicor 

Gas does the work and Nicor Services receives all the profits.   GLCG is one of seven 

affiliate products for which Nicor Gas directly solicits its customers (i.e., ratepayers). 

(Staff Ex. 2.0, Att. G, pp. 1, 4, 7, 10, 13, 17 and 20)  IBT solicitations have been 

instrumental in almost 450,000 (or 20% of eligible) Nicor Gas ratepayers signing up for 

GLCG.  (Nicor Gas Ex. 5.0, p. 15)  As explained below, GLCG is neither necessary nor 

                                                 
2
 Moving calls are those calls wherein a prospective ratepayer calls the utility to initiate gas delivery 

service. 
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properly priced; moreover, the solicitations for GLCG are misleading.  The issues 

identified with the solicitation of GLCG are indicative of the solicitation for other products 

and services on behalf of Nicor Gas‟ affiliates.    

Nicor Gas‟ argument that the IAWC case and its standards are not relevant here 

is flawed.  Nicor Gas‟ argument focuses on the fact that the Commission approved its 

current OA previously in Docket No. 00-0537.  (See Nicor Gas Ex. 2.0, pp. 57-58)  The 

Company also argues that the Commission approved an affiliate agreement for Peoples 

Gas/North Shore (Docket No. 06-0547) that allows those utilities to provide similar 

support services for Peoples Gas‟ Pipeline Protection Plan which is analogous to 

GLCG. (Nicor Gas Ex. 5.0, p. 21)  However, in none of those cases were the issues of 

solicitation, repairs or billing discussed or considered.  In the IAWC case, the 

Commission gave specific consideration to the issue of solicitation of ratepayers by the 

utility on behalf of an affiliate.  Though some of the facts are different, this single 

connecting issue bears scrutiny.  Staff believes that the issue of protecting ratepayers 

from exploitation by affiliates was recognized in that case and the Commission 

specifically concluded that it was not in the public interest to enable affiliates that 

overcharge ratepayers for a line warranty product. 

A. GLCG is not necessary because Nicor Gas provides equivalent 
repair and inspection services. 

 

Nicor Gas is the dominant provider of repair services under GLCG, acting as an 

agent for Nicor Services.  However, Nicor Gas directly provides equivalent repair 

services to all ratepayers. (Nicor Gas Ex. 2.0, p. 45)  Nicor Gas witness Mr. O‟Connor 

initially denied that Nicor Gas provides inspections of dangerous connectors for its 
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ratepayers absent a report of a gas leak by the ratepayer. (Nicor Gas Ex. 2.0, p. 44)  

Nicor Gas witness Mr. Erickson based his rebuttal testimony on the rebuttal testimony of 

Mr. O'Connor (Staff Group Cross Ex. 1, p. 16) and concluded that these inspections 

mean that GLCG provides a vital safety function.  In his surrebuttal testimony, Mr. 

O'Connor acknowledged that he was mistaken about this fact (Nicor Gas Ex. 5.0, p. 22); 

Nicor Gas customers who do not purchase GLCG can get inspections performed by 

Nicor Gas just as GLCG customers can. (Staff Ex. 5.0, p. 4 and Att. A)  In his 

surrebuttal testimony, Mr. Erickson clings to his argument that “Nicor Gas does not 

commit to providing repair and inspection services” (Nicor Gas Ex. 6.0, p. 2, emphasis 

added) and that Nicor Gas may respond to leaks by “disconnecting or valving off 

appliances” (Id.).  However, Mr. Erickson‟s position is undermined by the fact that Nicor 

Gas does provide repair and inspection services.  Since Nicor Gas provides inspection 

services directly to non-GLCG customers, GLCG customers receive essentially no 

unique benefit from GLCG.  Only 2% of GLCG customers receive any repairs or 

inspections in any given 12-month period (Staff Ex. 2.0, p. 19), and only 2% of these 

services are performed by agents other than Nicor Gas personnel. (Staff Ex. 2.0, Att. P)  

Nicor Gas admits that GLCG customers who Nicor Gas is not able to serve directly 

must be serviced by a dispatched technician (Staff Group Cross Ex. 1, p. 22); Nicor 

Services only guarantees those repairs and inspections between 8 am – 5 pm on 

Monday through Saturday per the terms and conditions. (Staff Ex. 2.0, Att. B)  Thus, 

only 0.04%3 of GLCG customers receive any service directly provided by Nicor 

Services, i.e., service not provided by Nicor Gas, and then the benefit is limited to Nicor 

                                                 
3
 2% times 2% equals 0.04% 
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Services scheduling a service call rather than the customer being required to call an 

HVAC technician or plumber. 

 

B. Nicor Gas does not readily provide customers with information about 
its repair and inspection services. 

 

Nicor Gas fails to inform ratepayers that it provides repairs and inspections both 

to GLCG customers and non-GLCG customers alike.  The Nicor Services Program 

Presentation Script provides for all new customers to be informed that Nicor Gas has no 

obligation to provide such repairs. (Staff Ex. 2.0, Att. G, p. 1)  The scripts used when 

ratepayers are being solicited to purchase GLCG present information about repairs 

being provided to GLCG customers.  However, ratepayers are not informed about the 

option of having Nicor Gas technicians providing repairs for them as non-GLCG 

customers.  While it is accurate that Nicor Gas is not responsible for making repairs to 

customer facilities (Nicor Gas Ex. 2.0, p. 62), providing that information along with a 

sales pitch for GLCG, in the absence of informing the ratepayer that Nicor Gas 

technicians can provide repairs for non-GLCG customers, misleads ratepayers by 

creating the perception that GLCG is the only option ratepayers have to assure 

themselves of instant repairs services.  This is an inaccurate portrayal of the available 

options.  This perception is created for all new customers when they are solicited during 

their sign up process to start utility service.  No action that Nicor Gas takes affirmatively 

counters that perception.  Nicor Gas and Nicor Services solicitations both present Nicor 

Gas ratepayers with factual information that creates a false set of comparisons.  
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Similarly, in this proceeding Nicor Gas has provided a series of inaccurate and 

contradictory statements in its testimony and discovery responses that legitimately raise 

questions about the reliability of the information provided.  Though it portrays itself as 

acting in ratepayers‟ interests, its aim seems more closely linked to protecting Nicor‟s 

corporate profits.  For example, Nicor Gas only raises the veil on its affiliates when it 

benefits the affiliates.  Nicor Gas witnesses each used information provided by Nicor 

Services. (Nicor Gas Ex. 2.6, Nicor Gas Ex. 3.0, p. 13, and Staff Group Cross Ex. 1, p. 

20-21) However, when Staff and intervenors requested information about costs and 

economic support for GLCG, Nicor Gas declined, stating that the information was 

“beyond the possession and control of Nicor Gas.” (Nicor Gas Ex. 2.6, emphasis added)  

When asked for the number of complaints that Nicor Services received regarding 

GLCG, the information was also “beyond the possession and control of Nicor Gas.” 

(Staff Group Cross Ex. 1, p. 13)  The unwillingness to provide the requested information 

leads to the conclusion that the evidence would be damaging to Nicor‟s corporate 

interests.  To the extent the record in this docket is incomplete, that incompleteness 

should not benefit Nicor.  If Nicor Gas chooses to protect its affiliates by not providing 

information needed to develop the facts in this case, then it should not get credit for the 

facts not in evidence.   

 

This combination of information and lack of information is likely to mislead Nicor 

Gas customers into believing that they will be at risk for shutoff of gas supply if a repair 

is needed to their pipes and they do not have its affiliate Nicor Services‟ GLGC product.  

This belief, in turn, creates an unwarranted perception of the value of GLGC that inures 

to the benefit of Nicor Services and the detriment of the safety of Nicor Gas ratepayers.   
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The benefit to Nicor Services is from the increased sales of and thus, profits from, 

GLGC.  A detriment to the safety of ratepayers could result because those ratepayers 

who choose not to purchase GLCG may be more hesitant to call and report a gas leak 

due to concerns that Nicor Gas will not fix it for them and they will be left out in the cold. 

(Staff Ex. 4.0, pp. 30-31) 

Despite Nicor Gas witness Mr. O'Connor‟s statement that Nicor Gas‟ leak repairs 

are the “most efficient means” for ratepayers to get repairs fixed (Nicor Gas Ex. 2.0, p. 

29), Nicor Gas does not advertise or otherwise inform its ratepayers that it directly 

provides repair services. (See Staff Ex. 4.0, p. 52)  Although Mr. O'Connor stated that 

Nicor Gas informs customers about the repair services “at the time we are contacted 

regarding a gas odor, gas leak or appliance connector” (Staff Ex. 4.0, Att. P), this 

statement conflicts with Nicor Gas‟ Trouble Order Participant Guide (“Guide”) (Staff Ex. 

4.0, Att. Q), which outlines the information to be provided to ratepayers who report 

smelling natural gas. Nowhere in its 16 pages does the Guide indicate that callers are to 

be informed about repair services offered by Nicor Gas.  Nicor Gas‟ repair services are 

not even mentioned in the Guide.  Although ratepayers are not informed of Nicor Gas‟ 

repair services, they are solicited for GLCG and informed that they are responsible for 

in-home repairs. (See Id., pp. 6 and 12)  The fact that the repair services offered by 

Nicor Gas are not tariffed (Tr., pp. 212-213, May 23, 2011) makes their availability more 

obscure.  Mr. O‟Connor also indicates that the only time Nicor Gas informs ratepayers 

that Nicor Gas does provide equivalent repair services is when a non-GLCG ratepayer 

has a leak on his or her pipes.  If the on-site Nicor Gas technician has the expertise, 

resources and the time, he/she will inform the customer of the option of making the 

repairs immediately. (Nicor Gas Ex. 2.0, pp. 44-45)  As for inspections, Nicor Gas only 
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mentions that it provides inspections of appliance connectors in an appliance connector 

FAQ question on the website and link to a list of suppliers which includes Nicor Gas. 

(See Staff Ex. 4.0, Att. G, pp. 2 and 5)  Not even Nicor Gas‟ Senior Vice President 

realized that his utility provided the inspection services (Nicor Gas Ex. 2.0, p. 45), which 

Mr. Erickson adamantly testified are important safety services. (Nicor Gas Ex. 3.0, pp. 

6-7)  While Mr. O'Connor was denying that Nicor Gas offers these services, Mr. 

Erickson did not seem bothered that ratepayers were not being offered services that 

were, according to him, saving lives. (Id.)  If Mr. Erickson‟s primary concern is safety, 

one would expect he would make certain that ratepayers are aware of the services so 

they could make use of them.  The absence of information about the repair and 

inspection services that Nicor Gas offers could lead ratepayers to the mistaken 

conclusion that that the services offered by GLCG are not available from Nicor Gas and 

only available to them if they sign up for GLCG.  Nicor Gas is not giving customers 

adequate information to make rational decisions. 

Nicor Gas witness Mr. O'Connor also stated that allowing Nicor Gas to conduct 

repairs is the “most obvious” repair option for suppliers of competitive warranty 

products. (Nicor Gas Ex. 2.0, p. 46)  But Nicor Gas provides no indication to competitors 

that it provides repair services directly to its ratepayers. (Staff Group Cross Ex. 1, p. 13)  

While Mr. O'Connor stated that no request has ever been made for such services, the 

evidence shows that Nicor Gas did receive a request for information regarding services 

in support of affiliate warranty products from IGS.  Nicor Gas informed IGS that repairs 

to a ratepayer‟s leaking pipes was a service that it only provided to Nicor Services. 

(Staff Ex. 4.0, p. 43 and Att. K, pp. 1-4)  Despite Mr. O‟Connor‟s claim that leak repairs 
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performed by Nicor Gas are the “most obvious” repair option for suppliers of competitive 

warranty products, this option is not obvious at all. 

 

C. GLCG is not properly priced. 

 

Nicor Gas has not demonstrated that GLCG is properly priced.  In fact, Nicor Gas 

provided resources allow Nicor Services to provide GLCG at a much higher price than Nicor 

Gas would be allowed to charge for the same service.   (Staff Ex. 4.0, p 64)  In the IAWC 

case, the Commission required the utility and affiliate to provide economic evidence that 

the affiliate product was “properly priced” before it was acceptable for the utility to 

support that product.  As in the IAWC case, in the absence of a demonstration that 

GLCG is properly priced, it would not be in the public interest for Nicor Gas to lend its 

name and assistance in marketing it to Illinois ratepayers. (See Staff Ex. 2.0, pp. 46-50)  

The application of the reasoning in the IAWC case in this docket results in the 

conclusion that the OA should be changed to preclude customer solicitation of GLCG by 

Nicor Gas as well as any solicitation of Nicor Gas customers for GLCG by an affiliate. In 

this case, Nicor Gas has not attempted to show that its product is properly priced but 

rather, that it is offered in a competitive market. (Nicor Gas Ex. 4.0, p. 5)  The evidence 

put forth in this case shows that for the years 2007 to 2009, the annual repair costs per 

customer averaged $1.52, an amount known as the actuarial cost.  Since GLCG costs 

$59.40 annually, the remaining $57.88 is the risk premium. (Staff Ex. 4.0, pp. 33-34)  

The record shows that Staff witness Sackett has estimated the margin on GLCG to 

have been $14.9 million in 2009. (Id., p. 62) 
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Dr. Ros advances two theories to counter Mr. Sackett‟s estimate of economic 

profits.  First, he supposes that potential entrants to the market constrain the GLCG 

price. He opines that Nicor Services faces competition from two sources. (Nicor Gas Ex. 

4.0, p. 27)  Second, Dr. Ros proposes that since customers could internalize the risk 

and pay for repairs when one occurs, this would also constrain the GLCG price. (Nicor 

Gas Ex. 4.0, p. 25)  He concludes that due to these constraints, GLCG is priced at a 

competitive level. (Nicor Gas Ex. 4.0, p. 31)  However, Dr. Ros misapplies both theories 

in the instant case.  Further, neither theory is supported by any evidence that either 

potential competition or competition from self-insurance actually restrains the price for 

GLCG at all. 

According to Dr. Ros, one source of competition is Nicor Gas-provided repair 

services. (Nicor Gas Ex. 4.0, p. 27)  Dr. Ros never addressed how these services were 

supposed to compete with GLCG when Nicor Gas withholds this information from 

ratepayers.  Nicor Gas certainly does not behave like a competitor, since it never 

informs its customers about its own services, and it allows the affiliate to imply that 

Nicor Gas does not perform those repairs.  Additionally, Nicor Gas is effective in running 

interference for all potential GLCG competitors that seek to offer equivalent products 

within its service territory. (Staff Ex. 4.0, pp. 43-46)  Mr. Sackett shows how Dr. Ros 

confuses earnings by the utility with earnings by an affiliate. (Staff Ex. 4.0, pp. 10-12)  

The distinction is an important one because of the financial incentives that encourage 

shifting profits to utility affiliates.  (See Id., p. 7) Dr. Ros‟ comparison of GLCG to Ford‟s 

pricing of a cheaper model of car (Nicor Gas Ex. 4.0, p. 28) is irrelevant.  Where profits 

come from (from the cheaper model or the more expensive model) does not matter to 

Ford, but it does matter where profits come from for a utility holding company like Nicor 
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Inc.  Additionally, Ford advertises both of its models; Nicor Gas does not advertise its 

own services alongside comparable affiliate services.  Because Dr. Ros assumes away 

all economic profits, he makes the potential for anti-competitive activity such as cross-

subsidization of an affiliate appear harmless. (Nicor Gas Ex. 4.0, pp. 10-11)  However, 

as shown below, there is significant evidence of economic profits. 

The other source for competition, according to Dr. Ros, is from HVAC technicians 

and plumbers within Nicor Gas‟ service territory. (Nicor Gas Ex. 4.0, p. 27)  However, 

given that a leak may result in part or all of the customer‟s gas system being shut off, 

and HVAC techs and plumbers are not always able to respond to a given problem 

immediately, it is not surprising that customers would choose the convenience of the 

instant, “on the spot” repair. 

The theory that potential competition restrains GLCG‟s price does not apply here, 

because ratepayers are not made aware of Nicor Gas‟ equivalent services and potential 

competitors are not able to offer a product with the conveniences that GLCG can offer 

by virtue of its affiliate relationship with Nicor Gas as the utility.  For GLCG, Nicor Gas 

provides for its affiliate Nicor Services single billing, instant repairs, and solicitation at 

the time that customers sign up for utility services through its own call centers. (Staff Ex. 

4.0, pp. 56-60)   

Dr. Ros suggests that competitors can compete with GLCG‟s convenience by 

offering a significant discount on price. (Nicor Gas Ex. 7.0, p. 34)  However, if $4.95 is 

the competitive price, then any firm offering a discount would be operating below cost.4  

According to Dr. Ros, no firm will enter a market unless there is economic profit. (Nicor 

                                                 
4
 This is true unless the competitor had lower operating costs than Nicor Services.  However, this appears 

to be unlikely because, if other options were cheaper, Nicor Services would be using them itself.   
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Gas Ex. 4.0, p. 30)  So there is no real potential competition unless those firms can get 

access to the same inputs, which Nicor Gas has denied them. (Staff Ex. 4.0, pp. 43-46) 

The way that Dr. Ros uses his theory of self-insurance turns it into a tautology, 

since he defines self-insurance in such a way that any product that is not a necessity 

cannot have market power.  Thus, by including self-insurance in the market power 

analysis, Nicor Gas can make any market appear competitive.  But this sham simply 

covers up the fundamental fact that Nicor Gas and Nicor Services have cooperated to 

isolate GLCG from competition.  Additionally, as noted above, ratepayers are unaware 

of the “most efficient” option for repairs.  Dr. Ros also stated in discovery that loss 

information was necessary for efficient self-insurance decisions. (Staff Group Cross Ex. 

1, p. 18)  Mr. Sackett showed that Nicor Gas ratepayers had neither loss information nor 

knowledge of Nicor Gas-provided repairs and inspections. (Staff Ex. 4.0, pp. 55-56 and 

52)  Finally, Dr. Ros admitted that if customers had more information, they would make 

better decisions. (Tr., p. 267, May 23, 2011)  Therefore, if customers do not have all the 

needed information, it would hurt their ability to make rational decisions.  There is simply 

no evidence that this theory applies to this case and likewise no evidence that 

competition from self-insurance has reduced the price of GLCG. 

 

D. Nicor Gas’ surrebuttal testimony position that Nicor Services is not 
an HVAC affiliate leads to the conclusion that solicitation on behalf 
of Nicor Services does not legally require a disclaimer. 

 

Mr. O'Connor acknowledged in his direct testimony that Nicor Services provides 

“warranty products or HVAC service,” and that a disclaimer is required by the Illinois 

Administrative Code Part 550.30.  (Nicor Gas Ex. 1.0, pp. 11-12)  Additionally, his 
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rebuttal testimony clearly states that Section 7-208 “requires Nicor Services to include a 

notification that it is not a utility and is not regulated by the Commission in its 

advertisements for its heating, ventilation and air conditioning services.” (Nicor Gas Ex. 

2.0, p. 9)  Likewise, Dr. Ros states in his rebuttal testimony that Nicor Services is 

considered an “HVAC affiliate,”5 and that these affiliates are required by Section 7-208 

of the Act to “inform consumers that the affiliate is not regulated by the Commission. 

(Nicor Gas Ex. 4.0, p. 8) 

However, in his surrebuttal testimony, Mr. O'Connor stated that “Nicor Gas has 

an HVAC Affiliate.  That company is Nicor Home Services, LLC (“Nicor Home 

Services”), not Nicor Services. Nicor Home Services is the affiliate that offers heating, 

ventilation and air conditioning services. Nicor Services does not offer any such 

services.”6 (Nicor Gas Ex. 5.0, p. 9)  This statement contradicts statements in both his 

direct and rebuttal testimony. 

Also, at the hearing, both Mr. O'Connor and Dr. Ros both distanced themselves 

from their rebuttal testimony.  Mr. O'Connor stated that he meant to say Nicor Home 

Services in his rebuttal testimony.7  Dr. Ros surprisingly cited Staff witness Mr. Sackett 

as his source for the incorrect rebuttal testimony.  Unfortunately for Nicor Gas, the 

record shows that Nicor Home Services is a fully owned subsidiary of Nicor Services. 

                                                 
5 Staff witness Mr. Sackett stated in his direct testimony that Nicor Services was an HVAC 
affiliate. (Staff Ex. 2.0, p. 8) 
6 Mr. O'Connor‟s attempts to reinvent Nicor Services into a non-HVAC affiliate in surrebuttal testimony 
and at the hearing not surprisingly came after it became inconvenient for Nicor Services to remain an 
HVAC affiliate as Staff witness Sackett alleged a violation of Section 7-209 of the PUA, a marketing 
limitation regarding HVAC affiliates. (Staff Ex. 5.0, p. 6)   
7 If Nicor Gas really wanted to object to the characterization of Nicor Services as an HVAC 
affiliate, then it would have stated that clearly in rebuttal testimony.  Rather, two witnesses both 
confirmed Mr. Sackett‟s assertion.  Additionally, Nicor Gas has acknowledged that the scripts 
needed to have transition scripts, the text of which is a direct quote from the Section 7-208 of 
the Act.   
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(Staff Ex. 2.0, Att. A)  As a 100% owner of Nicor Home Services, undisputedly in 

competition with HVACs, Nicor Services is also in competition with HVACs. 

The ramification of Mr. O'Connor‟s statement at the hearing is that if Nicor 

Services is not an HVAC, combined with the fact that it clearly is not an affiliate in 

competition with alternative retail gas suppliers (“ARGS”) because it does not provide 

commodity gas service, neither the HVAC disclaimer in Section 7-208 of the Act nor the 

disclaimer in Section 550.30(c) of the Illinois Administrative Code apply to Nicor 

Services.  After thrice confirming in testimony that some disclaimer is required, now 

Nicor Gas has created a situation where there is no mandated disclaimer needed for 

Nicor Services. 

 

E. Nicor Gas solicitation allows the utility to side-step Part 550.30(a) 
which prohibits solicitation for affiliates in competition with ARGS. 

 

Mr. Sackett notes that Nicor Gas is prohibited from soliciting for any affiliates that 

are in competition with ARGS. (Staff Ex. 4.0, pp. 48-49)  Nicor Gas has apparently not 

done this.  However, Nicor Gas does solicit for an affiliate that is not in competition with 

the ARGS (Nicor Services) and then allows that affiliate to solicit its customers for the 

prohibited affiliate (Nicor Advanced Energy). (Id.)  Through an indirect, two-step 

process, Nicor Gas accomplishes what is prohibited.  By removing solicitation from the 

OA as recommended by Staff, this loophole in the rules would be closed.  

For all of the above reasons, the Commission should adopt Staff witness 

Sackett‟s recommendation that customer solicitation be precluded from the OA.  Staff 
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recommends adoption of Staff‟s Proposed Section 2.2(e) of the OA in Joint Applicants 

Ex. 7.1. 

 

 

V. OTHER RECOMMENDATION – STAFF WITNESS SACKETT’S 
RECOMMENDATION #3 REQUIRE NICOR GAS TO PROVIDE FACTUAL 
INFORMATION REGARDING ITS CURRENTLY AVAILABLE REPAIR 
SERVICES. 

 

Mr. Sackett recommended that as an alternate recommendation if repairs were 

going to continue being provided to Nicor Services, that Nicor Gas should have to 

provide a fact sheet with the following information: repair frequency percentage, 

average cost of repairs, expected cost per year of repairs per customer, that the repair 

service is currently available from Nicor Gas technicians at the cost of the service, that 

GLCG and other similar warranty products are not offered by their utility, but by the 

utility„s affiliate, and that they may cancel GLCG at any time. (Staff Ex. 2.0, pp. 52-53) 

Nicor Gas has agreed to stop providing repair services directly for Nicor 

Services. (Joint Applicants Ex. 7.1, p. 6)  Mr. Sackett indicated in the hearing that he still 

supports the provision of this information to ratepayers. (Tr., p. 307-308, May 23, 2011) 

Staff recommends that the Commission require Nicor Gas to provide a fact sheet 

with relevant information about repair services as articulated above. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

 

 WHEREFORE, for all of the following reasons, Staff respectfully requests that the 

Commission‟s order in this proceeding reflect all of Staff‟s recommendations. 

 
 
June 20, 2011     Respectfully submitted, 

       ____________________________ 
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